Patterns of integration of exogenous DNA sequences transfected into mammalian cells of primate and rodent origin.
We studied the cotransfer and cointegration of several genes transfected into four cell lines of primate origin. Mouse thymidine-kinase-negative LM cells, which had been extensively studied previously, were used as a reference. We found that in monkey kidney Vero cells, on average between 3.5 and 6.0 kb of plasmid sequences was integrated per clone, while in the murine LM cell line, 9-186 kb of exogenous DNA was integrated per clone. Transformed Vero clones which had integrated more than 6 kb of DNA did not integrate larger DNA fragments in a second transformation assay than had the parental Vero cells. We found that the efficiency of gene cointegration is similar in Vero, HeLa and GM4312A cells, the latter being deficient in the repair of UV-induced damage. The human hepatocarcinoma Hep G2 cells integrated on the average 2 kb more exogenous DNA than the three other primate cell lines, which resulted in a 4-5 times higher efficiency of gene cointegration. Plasmid penetration and persistence in a free state between 24 h and two weeks after transfection was similar in Vero and LM cells. No major post-integration DNA rearrangement could be demonstrated after the isolation of Vero clones. These observations correlate the low efficiency of gene cointegration in some primate cell lines with a genomic recombination step or with rearrangements taking place during early cell divisions following integration.